Arrival and Dismissal times for the Bromfield School

Full day of school: Arrival time 7:40 a.m. (in classrooms by 7:45 a.m. or student will be marked tardy), Dismissal time 2:20 p.m.

Early Release Days: Dismissal time is 12:05 p.m.

Half Days Dismissal time is 11:05 a.m.

Please refer to the school calendar for the scheduled early release days and half days.

Arrival and Dismissal times for Hildreth Elementary School

Full day of school: Students begin arriving at 8:40 a.m. (in classrooms by 8:50 a.m.), Dismissal time 3:08 p.m.

Early Release Days: Dismissal begins at 1:13 p.m.

Half Days: Dismissal begins at 12:05 p.m.